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   Sales Instruction No. U- 13/2009 
From 
  The General Manager/Commercial, 
  UHBVN, Panchkula. 

To 
  All CEs/(OP)/SEs(OP)Xens/SDOs/op, 
  JEs-I, Incharge in UHBVN. 
 
  Memo No. Ch. 5/GM/Comml,/XEN/C-I, 
  Dated: - 29.05.2009 
 
Subject: Instructions to be followed by the field offices 
 

  The legal section has desired that following guidelines are required 

to be issued for proper follow-up of court cases in various courts: 

  INSTRUCTIONS TO BE FOLLOWED IN ALL CASES:  
1.  Written statement must be field within stipulated time by giving 

 factual position in details with all supportive documents/sales 

 circulars/instructions justifying action based on these. Delay in 

 filling  reply  may cause striking off defence of Nigam and non-

 representation of Nigam into Ex-prate decision of case.  

2.  All documents to be field in court must be legible and duly attested 

 by competent authority. A reference of documents which are relied 

 upon  be also mentioned in the written statement and also be 

 annexed alongwith reply.   

THEFT OF ENERGY: 
1. Mere suspicion of theft such as cut in PVC, hole in meter, presence 

of suspicious article, broken glass of meter, tampering of meter, 

fake seal etc. is not enough for sustaining charge of theft of energy 

and thereby imposing penalty on account of theft. It must be based 

on some cogent and reliable evidence like consumption data, load 

found at site, consumption data of any other similarly situated 

consumer having same load etc.  

2. Compounding is always optional and a consumer can not be forced 

to deposit compounding amount. Neither this amount can be 

charged by way of sundry charges.  

3. The procedures prescribed in sales circulars/instructions must be 

followed strictly as in most of the notices, it has been seen that the 

modus operandi i.e. how theft was being committed is not 

mentioned. Sometimes even account no. , make of meter, serial no. 

of meter etc is not mentioned. The person to whom notice is being 

issued, whether user or occupier, is also not mentioned. All these 

details be mentioned in the notice as these would be helpful in 

nailing the culprit. 

 



4.  In cases of suspected theft, 

a) It is necessary to send the meter for testing in Lab. as this would 

 ascertain tempering, accuracy, modus operandi of theft to establish 

 that mechanism of meter has been affected intentionally for 

 committing theft of energy.  

b) Consumption data of one year before and after checking is required 

 to be analyzed.  

5. Photographs and videography by raiding party identifying clearly 

the consumer premises, meter and mode of theft so as to establish 

the manner by which he was stealing energy dishonestly or in 

illegal manner.   

6. PVC wire, magnet or other articles facilitating theft must be seized 

at the time of raid and seizure memo in duplicate should be 

completed and must be produced before District Consumer 

Forum/Court to prove theft.  

7. Affidavit of checking party must be field before court. If checking is 

done by AFM, the authorization letter issued by S.E. before 

checking must be field before the court to avoid legal lacuna.  

 

OTHER BILLING DISPUTES: 
 

1. If any amount is sought to be charged from consumer due to audit 

objection for the period for which bill has already been settled, non-

charging of due to oversight or any other similar dispute then such 

an amount should not be charged by way of sundry. It would be 

appropriate that a notice be duly served to the consumer by giving 

details of amount to be charged with reasons justifying the action to 

be taken against him by affording him a reasonable opportunity 

failing which amount may be charged from him as per 

instructions/rules.  

2. As per sec-56(2) of Electricity Act 2003, the demand for due 

amount must be raised within 2 years from the date it became first 

due and unless such sum has been shown continuously as 

recoverable as arrear of charges for electricity supplied, failing 

which even the legitimate dues can become time barred.  

 

DEFAULTING AMOUNT: 
 

  As per instructions the defaulting amount must be charged from the 

person seeking connection before releasing connection in defaulting premises. In 

most of the cases this amount is being charged after release of connection and 

the matter if goes in litigation, Nigam is defenseless in such cases. Therefore, 

 



 

care should be taken to ask for dues prior to release of connection failing which it 

maybe charged from the officials who released connection in defaulting premises 

without recovering due amount.  

 

LOSS TO ANIMAL/HUMAN: 
 
  In such cases objection must be incorporated in reply and pleaded 

that the complainant is not consumer qua that electricity line where the 

animal/human beings are alleged to be electrocuted and such disputes are out of 

the purview of DCDRF.  

 

DELAY: 
  To avoid delay it is necessary that legible copy of judgement 

alongwith detailed comments of concerned office alongwith comments/opinion of 

advocate  with record i.e. reply to complaint, LL-I, notice, copy of ledger, relevant 

sale circular be sent to legal section immediately after receipt of copy of 

judgement. The concerned office may follow-up of the cases till decision about 

filing/non-filing is conveyed and also ensure that appeal is within limitation period 

which is 30 days only. The certified copy of order  passed by District Consumer 

Forum alongwith affidavit, vakalatnama, duly singed by competent authority with 

draft of Rs. 25000/- or for 50% of the amount of compensation or fine whichever 

is less be supplied to the advocate within limitation period.  

 

MONITORING: 
 
  In certain cases this office needs discussion to arrive at conclusion 

regarding non-filing/filing of appeal. In these cases discussion is left at the level 

of lower functionaries like ALM/LM/MR/LDCs/etc who are not conversant with the 

facts which leads to un-necessary delay. Therefore, whenever discussion is 

sought by this office, SDO concerned should personally discuss the matter.  

  The above instructions may be brought to the notice of all 

concerned for careful and meticulous compliance.  

   

 
 

General Manager/Commercial, 
                                                                UHBVN, Panchkula. 


